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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kung Fu Legend Takes Fighting Spirit to the Stars in new US$10M 3D SciFi Feature
Hong Kong ‐ 18th June 2009 ‐ Hong Kong‐based Agog Films Productions announced today that
kung fu legend, KILL BILL actor Gordon Liu (劉家輝) has agreed to star in the new US$10 million
budget, fully 3D, live‐action sci‐fi epic FUTURE FIGHTERS to be shot in Hong Kong during
summer 2010 and released worldwide the following year. Being billed as "a
relationship‐charged, action‐packed, mecha feast" and expected to feature literally‐out‐of‐this‐
world, stylized‐choreographic fighting sequences from some of the top names in the industry,
this is one movie all action fans will not wish to miss when it hits 3D cinema screens around the
world in 2011.
Gordon Liu can be contacted through Cine‐Century Entertainment at cinecentury@hotmail.com
or (+852) 2345 2983. The official movie website for FUTURE FIGHTERS is
http://www.FutureFightersMovie.com, and is being produced by Hong Kong‐based company
Agog Films Productions (http://www.AgogFilms.com).
Producer Guy Orlebar exclaims "We are very honoured once again to welcome Master Liu to an
Agog Films production, the first being our awardwinning directorial debut LOST IN LOVE which
will come out on DVD this autumn. On LOST IN LOVE, I was an unknown nobody without a track
record, so it was a risk for Master Liu to support that project. But he kindly did, keen, I believe, to
encourage new filmmakers in Hong Kong. So it is a real endorsement for me that he is willing to be
in our next project too. We didn't get him kicking any butt in my first movie; but rest assured, we'll
rectify that this time!"
First gaining prominence in Asia for his role as San Te in 1978’s THE 36TH CHAMBER OF
SHAOLIN, Gordon Liu has since starred in over eighty films. Amongst non‐kung fu fans in the
West he is most well‐known for his two roles in Quentin Tarantino’s KILL BILL double feature:
kung fu teacher Pai Mei and yakuza general Johnny. FUTURE FIGHTERS represents Liu's second
collaboration with Agog Films Productions and producer/director Guy Orlebar.
***
Founded in 2007, Agog Films Productions is one of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic film
production houses, specializing in quality independent movie‐making with the freshest global
talents, as well as in related comic and video‐game development.
Be amazed. Be agog. Agog Films.

